1. Introduction

At the end of last year, several institutes in the Netherlands have joined forces and formed The Dutch AIBO Team. We are a group of researchers and students from the universities of Amsterdam, Delft, Twente and Utrecht, and the DECIS Lab. Our goal is to stimulate research, teaching, and applications in the fields of artificial intelligence and collaborative robotics in the Netherlands by joining the international RoboCup community.

Our team combines a group of senior researchers with a strong research record and a long experience in robot soccer competitions, with a diverse group of the most talented students in the country. Since we are distributed across the Netherlands, we have chosen a modular architecture that allows us to develop our innovations in parallel.

This paper explains that our team has the right qualifications to compete in the Four-legged Robot League of RoboCup 2004. We have chosen a promising approach to the AIBO team architecture which will position us as a serious competitor.

2. Team

Since we consider our project to be a long term endeavor, we have set up a professional project organization. The Dutch AIBO Team consists of different sub-teams that all have their specific goals and responsibilities. The coordination of all activities is in the hands of the people at the DECIS Lab. Since this lab is itself a cooperation of multiple institutes, there is a lot of experience and know-how on coordinating large multi-partner projects.

The research team consists of the authors of this paper and our job is to keep an eye on the long term research goals. We all have well established positions and research programs at our respective institutions. Though using the AIBO as a platform is new for most of us, we have a long joint experience in robot soccer competitions (see Appendix A). Here we summarize our research programs and relevant courses:

Amsterdam

The Intelligent Autonomous Systems group studies methodologies to create intelligent autonomous systems, which perceive their environment through sensors and use that information to generate intelligent, goal-directed behavior. This work includes formalization, generalization, and learning of goal-directed behavior in autonomous systems. The focus is on perception for autonomous systems, learning and neuro-computing, principles of autonomous
systems and hardware and software systems. In this year’s Autonomous Systems course, 10 students divided into 2 teams worked full-time for 4 weeks on understanding and programming the AIBO ERS-7.

**Delft**
The Quantitative Imaging Group (formerly known as Pattern Recognition Group) studies a wide variety of methodologies and applications in the field of image processing and pattern recognition. Within the fields of industrial inspection and robot vision, we focus on the themes "vision based motion & motion based vision", "sensor data fusion", and "hardware architectures for real-time imaging". Within the AIBO project we have assigned one MSc student (~1 year) on the subject of high speed robust color vision. Furthermore a second year BSc project is assigned to the project (4 months, 6 students) with the task to look at: inventory and testing of all available AIBO motions, dynamic system simulations of AIBO motions, and suitability of AIBO's for 1st year programming practical work.

**Twente**
The Human Media Interaction group studies the interaction between men and machines. Computers operate in every day life as universal media machines presenting multi-media information and as communication devices connecting people. The interface is what presents users with information and what allow users to manipulate and command the machine. This has become a prominent topic of concern to researchers and designers. One of our research streams is intelligent agents and collaborative autonomous systems. We use AIBOs in our courses on process control & robotics, and on multi agent systems, and in thesis assignments.

**Utrecht**
The main focus of the research group is on logic and multi-agent systems. The group has developed its own agent-programming language, called 3APL, which provides a logical basis for building (communicating) agents. Other areas of research are reinforcement learning, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. Both approaches to AI are currently being tested in a number of different robots. This year's Software Project course has assigned 9 BSc students to work on the motion modules for 20 hours a week, from February until the end of June.

**DECIS**
This cooperation between the universities of Delft and Amsterdam, the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Research, and Thales Research & Technology focus their research on collaborative decision making, and collaborative cognition and robotics. The application domains are for example disaster response, the virtual office, and traffic control.

Those of us with appointments at universities use the AIBOs as a robot platform in our courses and thesis assignments. This allows us to easily recruit talented students for *The Dutch AIBO Team*. Our **development** team consists of these (groups of) students that, due to the modular architecture approach, focus on different aspects of the system (see the detailed description in the next section). Students therefore compete against each other to come up with the best solution for a particular problem, e.g. dribbling with the ball. The best code will end up in the next competition version of our overall implementation.

The **competition** team, the people that are actually taking part in RoboCup 2004, will be 9 students and one team leader. The selection of students from the development team is based on the premise that everyone who is joining the team has to bring something special to the team; we use the available slots as a motivator for the students. In this way, we aim to build a proper team of developers that will be able to truly collaborate during the tense days of the competition.

In summary, the strength of our team is that we combine the experience and stability of senior researchers with the enthusiasm and creativity of students. Because of multiple institutions we are able to tap into a large pool of bright students. The activities of our team are embedded both in our research & development programs and our academic curricula.
3. Approach

In the spirit of RoboCup, we take full advantage of the availability of the code of last year’s contestants. Because of the similar organization of the GermanTeam 2003, we decided to use their approach in our first year to allow us a kick start. Since we have acquired 14 ERS-7 AIBO robots, we had to port the code that was developed for ERS-210 AIBOs to the new platform. In order to gain some wider experience, we also ported the code from CMUPack 2003 to the ERS-7.

Presently, we are in the situation that we have successfully ported the code to the ERS-7 and are now in the process of dividing tasks among the project partners. Depending on the interest of the different groups, they will work on different modules. Our method will be to give the same problem to different groups (usually a few students). We will then choose the best solution(s) to be a part of the official version of our code.

In the current architecture, the main modules are: vision, localization, behavior control, and motion. We will combine the solutions that are implemented in the GermanTeam code with the ideas and experiences in the different labs on other platforms (mainly middle sized and simulation leagues). The main expertise and goals of the different labs are:

**Amsterdam**
The Intelligent Autonomous Systems group is interested to formalize the information acquisition on the objects in the soccer world, which allows learning, and adapting the methods that combine the measurements from different sources, locations and moments.

**Delft**
The focus of the Quantitative Imaging Group is on calibrationless color segmentation based on emergent behavior, sensor data fusion for ambient intelligence and dynamic system modeling and reinforcement learning to pre-train vision based robot motions with a simulator and post-train the robots on the field. We will start with calibrationless color vision.

**Twente**
Focus of the Human Media Interaction group is on methods and models for action selection, decision making, multi agent planning, and cooperation. Furthermore, adaptivity is a research topic, especially learning in multi agent systems in order to increase the effectiveness of the team by, among other things, learning opponent behavior models.

**Utrecht**
We focus on intelligent behavior of the team of robots. This covers making the translation from a world model to a set of desirable actions, and communication between agents. We will use the predictive decision model of UvA Trilearn (winner of the RoboCup Simulation League in 2003) to improve the cooperation between the robots. Furthermore, we also aim to enhance the movement techniques, making AIBOs move and kick faster and more efficiently.

**DECIS**
The interest of the DECIS Lab is in collaborative behavior of the group of AIBOs, with a focus on flexible role assignment, inference of opponent’s strategy, strategy or tactics switching.

We are attending the German Open 2004 and are planning to evaluate and benchmark the performance of the currently available solutions.

The strength of our proposed approach is that we combine the available implementation of the GermanTeam 2003, the experience that we have gained in other leagues, and a pool of talented students that are already well informed about the ins- and outs of both the German and the CMU code. The modular approach allows us to develop and improve components of the architecture in different labs simultaneously.
Appendix A - Competitions

Amsterdam
Soccer Simulation League (team: UvA Trilearn)
RoboCup 2003, 1st place
American Open 2003, 1st place
German Open 2003, 1st place
RoboCup 2002, 4th place
German Open 2002, 1st place
RoboCup 2001, 4th place
German Open 2001, 5th place
RoboCup 1999, 9th place
RoboCup 1998, 3rd place

RoboCup 2003, 16th place
German Open 2003, 2nd place

Delft & Amsterdam
Soccer Middle Size League (team: Clockwork Orange)
German Open 2003, quarter final
German Open 2002, 4th place
RoboCup 2001, quarterfinal
German Open 2001, quarterfinal
European Championship 2000, quarterfinal

Twente
MiroSot Middle Size League (team: MiroSot?)
FIRA World Championship 2004
FIRA European Championship 2003, 4th place

Utrecht
Rescue Simulation League (team: BanzAI)
RoboCup 2003, 18th place

DECIS & Amsterdam
Robot Rescue League (team: Zeppelins)
RoboCup 2003, Round Robin
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